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Vityaz JSC has
developed and
started production
of smart TVs
on the multimedia
platform
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An exhibition
of militaryhistorical
miniatures by
Boris Kupchinov
opened in Gomel

Shakhtyor — the champions!
The Soligorsk squad became the national football champions for the second time in
their history. In the final round, the team won a convincing victory over Minsk —
4:2 — while the direct rival of Shakhtyor in the fight for gold — BATE Borisov —
was unable to break the defensive lines of Dinamo Minsk — 0:0. The footballers
from Zhodino’s Torpedo-BelAZ claimed bronze.
Shakhtyor FC was congratulated by the President of Belarus,
Aleksandr Lukashenko, on winning the Belarusian
Championship.
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Proceeding from principles of
openness, decency and equal rights
This was the second time in the past
month that the Palace of Independence
welcomed new foreign ambassadors.
The ceremony of presenting credentials
to the President has a special diplomatic and political symbolism: it acts as a
confirmation of the readiness of foreign
states for fruitful and effective interaction on various issues with the country’s
leadership. In fact, through the ambassadors of China, Israel, Bangladesh,
Cambodia, the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, Namibia and Pakistan,
Aleksandr Lukashenko addressed the
whole world community, “Our country is an advocate of non-conflict and
effective co-operation with other countries. At the same time, we certainly exclude any political and economic pressure. Belarus adheres to the principles
of openness, decency and equal rights
in its dialogue with its partners.”

features of the current moment. It can
be evaluated in different ways but the
President focused on the key issue, “Belarusians, as has always happened in
the past, have proved their ability to
defend the country’s sovereignty, traditional values and territorial integrity. I have repeatedly stated and I will
repeat again that only our people have
the right to decide how the Belarusian
state will develop in the future.”

This is the theme of the dialogue that
has unfolded across the country — involving labour teams, experts, parliamentarians, representatives of public
organisations and state agencies.
“It is important for us that everyone’s opinion is heard. All constructive
proposals will be included in the agenda
of the Belarusian People’s Congress,”
the President assured those present.

We have something to offer
each other

Belarus’ complex history, its current geopolitical position and the
structure of the economy dictate the
need for co-operation with all counBELTA

FOCUS

Belarus’ President Aleksandr Lukashenko
receives credentials of ambassadors of China,
Israel, Bangladesh, Cambodia, the Sovereign
Military Order of Malta, Namibia and Pakistan

We determine our destiny
independently

On arrival in a new country, any
diplomat primarily investigates the

Prospects for relations
The ceremony of presenting credentials is also an
occasion to compare notes and discuss prospects for
further co-operation with the countries represented
by the ambassadors. In the beginning of the meeting,
the President addressed the heads of the diplomatic
missions from the rostrum, while saying the following
in the official part:
On China
Our relations envisage a trust-based comprehensive strategic partnership and mutually beneficial
co-operation. It says it all. This philosophy underlies all
areas of our interaction. Belarus is an active participant
of China’s Belt and Road initiative which is a truly effective project now that is yielding concrete results. We
have facilitated and will continue facilitating its alignment with the integration processes in the Eurasian
Economic Union as much as possible.
The China-Belarus Great Stone Industrial Park is a
clear example of our co-operation. It’s already home
to about 70 high-tech foreign companies.
Moreover, two more important projects for
Belarus have kicked off this year: the construction
of a national football stadium and a world-class
swimming pool financed by China. Belarus’ exports
to China are growing steadily and, according to our
estimates, this year, our agricultural sales to China will
reach $200m for the first time. I believe that this is just
the beginning.
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On Israel
Belarus and Israel are bound by centuries-old
friendship and the common tragedy of the bloodiest war in the history of mankind. Our states have
been consistently defending the absolute inadmis-

sibility of revising its results and heroizing Nazism.
Our Parliament will soon consider a bill on the inadmissibility of the heroization of Nazism in Belarus.
Many countries, especially those near us, have become known for attempts to heroize Nazism. They
should not do it. I am convinced that no merits to the
Fatherland can justify crimes against humanity. We
hope our co-operation in the field of IT, biotechnology, robotics and artificial intelligence will continue.
There is something we can offer you. We know your
level of development.
On the Sovereign Military Order of Malta
Belarus has a significant experience of bilateral co-operation with the Order of Malta which we
are grateful to for the great humanitarian aid, supplies
of medical equipment and training of Belarusian doctors. The Order of Malta has been interacting with Belarus as part of international efforts to combat human
trafficking.
On Pakistan
Belarus attaches special importance to co-operation with Pakistan. After the opening of the diplomatic missions, Minsk and Islamabad made a real
breakthrough in all areas of their liaisons. We now
need to make good use of our achievements and
focus more on industry, agriculture, education, pharmaceuticals and healthcare. The key is not to stop. We
must move forward, despite the many problems that
occur. With this in view, we are very much looking
for an official visit from Pakistan’s Prime Minister,
Imran Khan. We recently agreed this with him.

their interaction in the trade and economic sector. The
opportunities are great. We see good prospects for mutual co-operation in industry, agriculture, pharmaceutics
and education. The positions of our countries are also
close on the main issues on the international agenda.
On Cambodia
This year, we’ve celebrated the 25th anniversary of diplomatic relations with the Kingdom of Cambodia. Over this time, our countries have developed a
legal framework and working bodies for co-operation.
It is time to actively move towards concrete projects.
We are ready for this.
Belarus’ technological capabilities — of which you
know — can largely meet the needs of the rapidly developing economy of Cambodia. Apart from machinery
and equipment supplies, our enterprises are ready to intensify industrial co-operation, participate in the development of transport and energy infrastructure of Cambodia and in the mining industry. We are ready to create
the enterprises you need and train workforce for you.
On Namibia
Our potential of co-operation with Namibia is
still hugely untapped. Today we are only at the start
of formatting our relations. I am absolutely convinced
that we need to be focused on achieving practical results in the long-term perspective of our co-operation.
It’s necessary to focus on increasing mutual
trade and implementing joint projects in energy
and agriculture.

On Bangladesh
The Republic of Belarus views the People’s Republic of Bangladesh as an important and promising
partner. The two countries have recently stepped up

Working meeting
The President met
with the Chairman
of the Hungarian
Workers’ Party,
Gyula Thurmer

tries — on a single condition: they
must respect our interests, applying no black mail, intimidation or
any kind of external pressure. With
this in mind, Aleksandr Lukashenko
said, “Any pressure on us, and even
more so the introduction of sanctions…
I honestly and openly declare that similar responses will follow, and they will
be more painful for the European community in the long run. Therefore, we
should not go along this path.”
This attitude towards Belarus by
some states is unfair also because our
country has proved its ability to make
a constructive contribution to solving
various problems through its initiatives
in the international arena.
Addressing the diplomats, the President stressed that Belarus is a reliable partner for each country and it has
something to offer for co-operation. For
its part, Minsk expects that the heads of
diplomatic missions will take information about the life of our country to their
leadership in an unbiased and objective
manner.
“We are ready to assist you in this.
I hope that your experience and professionalism will become a solid foundation for constructive interaction and
its practical results will not be long in
coming,” Aleksandr Lukashenko said.

An alumnus of the Moscow State Institute of
International Relations (MGIMO), the Hungarian politician knows six foreign languages. He’s
been leading the Hungarian Workers’ Party since
its establishment, for over 30 years. Although the
history of this political movement began in 1918
(when the left wing split off the Social Demo-

Aleksandr Lukashenko plans to meet
personally (in the near future)
with Xi Jinping, whose best wishes the
new Chinese Ambassador to Belarus
primarily conveyed to our President
cratic Party of Hungary to form the Communist
Party), it acquired its present form and ideology
in the late 1980s.
The Hungarian Workers’ Party is in strict opposition to most major parties in the country and adheres
to the ideals of the socialist revolution.
In 2010, Gyula Thurmer visited Belarus as an international observer in the Presidential election.
Based on materials of sb.by and belta.by

Save people, keep the country safe
The President mentioned Mogilev,
Grodno and the Minsk Region as possible further points of the visit, while beginning his tour with one of the leading
medical institutions in the capital.
More than a thousand employees
provide medical care to patients with
coronavirus here and, since the beginning of the epidemic, the clinic has
helped 5,500 people. At present, 767
patients are being treated at the facility,
including 28 in intensive care.
The President also asked how pregnant women experience coronavirus
and whether there are enough places
for them at the clinic. He visited the
City Transfusion Medicine Centre and
came into the so-called ‘red zone’. Later,
Aleksandr Lukashenko asked to be taken
to the intensive care unit and also visited
the wards. He talked to the patients and
his smile could hardly be hidden behind
a facemask: the Head of State joked —
trying to cheer up the patients.

Support for doctors

No less important for the President was
the part of his visit to the 6th clinic related
to hearing the thoughts and hopes of doctors. Not all staff were present in the hall
as most doctors were at their workplaces.
However, those who had some available
time had an opportunity to ask about
the burning issues — though Aleksandr
Lukashenko began the meeting with
his personal feelings. Firstly, he admitted that the coronavirus pandemic

is the most serious problem for him as
President. Secondly, during the second wave, he strengthened in his own
conviction: psychosis is the most dangerous aspect in treating the virus.
The Head of State addressed doctors,

that more than $800m will be allocated
from the Republican budget for these
purposes by the end of the year. Significant financial support, by the way, was
rendered to healthcare personnel who
work with COVID patients.

“This is not simply your problem; it’s
already a political and economic disease. If one country wants to separate
itself from another, it closes the border
under the pretense of COVID-19. If a
country wants to put political pressure
on someone, it resorts to COVID-19. It
is important that the entire world sees
that back then we followed the right
path. We got through it effectively —
being the world’s only nation that did.”
The country has learnt a great deal.
The state also allocates a lot of money to fight the pandemic. It is expected

Chief physician Igor Yurkevich reported to the President: the average salary
in his medical institution in October exceeded 2,200 Roubles [more than $850],
with doctors receiving over 3,300 Roubles [about $1,280]. “Intensive care doctors have a salary of about 7,000-9,000
Roubles [about $2,700-3,500],” he added, and Aleksandr Lukashenko stressed,
“No one will scrap coronavirus benefits [for frontline healthcare workers],
they were formalised by a Presidential
decree; no one has the right to rescind
this decree.”

Vaccine production

BELTA

Situation under control

FOCUS

Our country is experiencing the second wave of the coronavirus pandemic and this topic is now under the special
control of the Head of State. Moreover, it’s important for the President not only to hear how the treatment of
seriously ill patients is organised, but also to see it with his own eyes — also supporting people and thanking the
doctors. A visit to Minsk’s 6th city clinical hospital was put on Aleksandr Lukashenko’s schedule for a reason and,
as he emphasises, it’s the beginning of a series of trips of this kind, “This problem comes to the fore. I intend to visit
all the regions. When there is a very acute issue, it’s necessary to improve the system. We see what’s missing.”

It’s still a rhetorical question about
how many more waves of coronavirus
the world and our country will face in
the future. The Head of State believes
the disease could remain forever. With
this in mind, one of the most urgent tasks
right now is to learn how to produce our
own vaccine. The first step has already
been taken along this path: the Russian
leadership has proposed to provide Belarus with the corresponding strain. Russian businesses also express their desire
to participate in financing. However,
Aleksandr Lukashenko openly admitted that he’s in favour of a state-owned
enterprise doing this. A production
line could be launched on the basis of
Belmedpreparaty. “If you, experts, propose a normal production idea, I will
then organise all the processes promptly. Notwithstanding the difficulties, we
will find the funds to launch this line,”
he said.

ADDITION

Dmitry Pinevich left Minsk’s
6th city clinical hospital as
the Healthcare Minister —
not as the Acting Minister.
This news was announced
by the President during his
talk with the clinic’s staff. He
announced that the corresponding decree on the appointment had been signed
in the morning.

The Union State response towards the challenges of the time
The President discussed the economy, co-operation in foreign policy and relations with western countries with the Russian Foreign Minister

BELTA

At the Palace of Indeany case, Aleksandr
pendence, the President
Lukashenko has nevreceived the Russian
er deviated from his
Foreign Minister, Sergey
position on this matLavrov. The purpose of
ter. Addressing the
his visit was to particiRussian Minister, he
pate in a joint meeting
emphasised, “I will
of the collegiums of the
tell you straight, in a
Foreign Ministries of
friendly way, that both
Belarus and Russia. At
Russia and Belarus
the meeting, Aleksandr
Sergey Lavrov
Lukashenko noted that
live (by the way, not
our countries cannot get
by the will of Belarus) in their own house
away from close relations with each
or apartment [referring to the collapse of
other, “We should, perhaps, not talk
the Soviet Union, which did not happen at
about some kind of reset, but about
the will of Belarus]. We would like to have
the strengthening and intensification
not just good-neighbourly relations, we
of our relations. I want you to understand and know that we are ready for would like to have very close, fraternal
relations with the Russian Federation. I
this.”
said nothing new. I have always talked
Interests coincide
about this. However, listening to me,
Sergey Lavrov is rightfully called they did not always want to emphasise
the leading figure of Russian diploma- and repeat it, especially in Russia. Apcy, and, as the Belarusian leader noted, parently, some were not interested in it,
meetings with him are always productive. but time has shown that we cannot esFirst of all, this is a good opportunity to cape very close and friendly relations.”
‘synchronise watches’ in foreign policy.
The President expressed confidence
“After all, you have more exposure on the that the Russian leadership also prefers
international scene, in this frantic world, to have such relations today, and judgand your position, your point of view is ing by the response of Mr. Lavrov, this
very relevant and informative for us,” said is the way it is. First of all, the MinisAleksandr Lukashenko.
ter conveyed greetings to Aleksandr
Of course, topical issues of bilater- Lukashenko from Vladimir Putin, “He
al collaboration are on the agenda. The confirmed everything that you had agreed
meeting showed that both Belarus and with him before, especially in Sochi. We
Russia are showing a mutual desire to fully share the same interest in strengthstrengthen the Union State’s relations. In ening relations. It can be called different

things, but we have the same goal: to move
towards the mutual benefit of our peoples,
countries and the Union State.”
Sergey Lavrov also recalled that
Aleksandr Lukashenko came up with a
range of important initiatives for Belarusian society and the Russian leadership is
interested in seeing these initiatives take
place. “If we can do something to support
them, we are always open to it,” he added.

We have something to defend
ourselves

Of course, international issues were
at the centre of attention during the meeting, the President of Belarus particularly
praised the actions and role of Russia in the
settlement of the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan in Nagorno-Karabakh.
At the same time, the President drew
attention to the fact that there are a lot
of challenges and conflicts in the modern world, “You must know that we are
always ready to go our way (if Russia
wants it) together with Russia, overcoming these problems, from the pandemic
to all sorts of claims, first of all from the
United States of America, for sole dominance in the world. We have never welcomed it and will never do it.”
Later, Sergey Lavrov would also
mention these challenges in a conversation with journalists. In particular, the
diplomat emphasised the obviousness of
attempts to interfere in domestic politics
on the part of western partners, “We see,

frankly speaking, a hostile attitude towards both Russia and Belarus. We see
attempts to actively influence internal
processes in our countries. As a matter
of fact, western leaders don’t attempt to
hide this. Documents ‘on the promotion
of democracy’ are being adopted, which
already exists for Russia. Now the same
document is in the US Congress on the
Republic of Belarus.”
At the same time, Washington is ruining
all agreements on any kind of arms control,
which provokes an increase in tensions in
various regions. However, the Russian Foreign Minister said that ‘we take this situation
calmly’. He stressed, “We have a Union
State, we have something to defend ourselves for, how to protect our independence. This is the common position of our
Presidents and Governments.”
Sergey Lavrov also said that during
the meeting the course was once again
confirmed to strengthen bilateral allied
ties in all areas. They also discussed
foreign policy co-operation and the implementation of the programme of concerted action in the field of foreign policy of the states — parties to the Union
State Treaty for 2020-2021. Moreover,
they also spoke about the activities of the
Collective Security Treaty Organisation
(CSTO) and the forthcoming chairmanship of Belarus in the CIS.
Based on materials of sb.by
and belta.by
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Belarusian-Russian Brestgazoapparat JSC launches a new foundry
and mechanical workshop
The company produces kitchen appliances: gas, gas-electric, electric stoves,
built-in appliances and air purifiers. The
construction of a casting line for production of table burners was envisaged by
an investment agreement concluded with
the Brest Regional Executive Committee.
The project is important for the company. Its implementation is firstly related to
changes in safety and energy efficiency
standards and GOST standards in Europe
and the Customs Union, and secondly —
to the need to expand production areas.
“We primarily started to increase the
volume of production of taps with higher safety specification: from 1.2m pcs to
3.5m. To ensure steam production, we
must have our own burner with an efficiency of at least 50 percent, as is done in
Europe. Our Supervisory Board decided

BELTA

New workshop — new opportunities

to build a foundry and machine workshop. We’ve developed our own burner
with an efficiency of at least 60 percent
and purchased new technological equipment. In parallel, we solved the logistics
problem. Previously, our production was
widespread but we have now localised

it,” said Viktor Kuzminchuk, Brestgazoapparat’s General Director.
The new facility will house a foundry, lines for bead-blasting and mechanical processing, vibro-polishing, washing,
assembly, forging and pressing, automatic and repair. The production capacity

makes it possible to produce 500,000 sets
of burner groups annually.
“The workshop produces components, most of which were imported until
recently. We’ve built a modern production facility that will reduce the cost of
products and increase the volume of our
own production,” explained Aleksei Samsonenko, the Chairman of Brestgazoapparat’s Supervisory Board, adding that
the possibility of increasing the capacity
for production of components is being
considered. The Supervisory Board will
also adopt a plan for the development of
the Brest enterprise for the next 3-5 years.
Despite the difficulties caused by the
pandemic, enterprises in the region continue to work and invest in their development and, from January-September,
Br2.3bn (about $1bn in equivalent) was
invested in the region’s production, and
about $85m of direct foreign investment
was attracted.

Unique and cost-effective

BELTA

Belorusneft acquires unique 32-tonne MAZ cranes

Belorusneft has bought two
automobile cranes with the lifting capacity of 32 tonnes. These
new modifications are actually
the first of their kind. A representative of MAZ — Managing
Company of Belavtomaz Holding handed over a symbolic key
to the new vehicles to its permanent corporate partner: Belorusneft. It is the first time the model

has been revealed to consumers.
The company states that
their machinery is unique —
being designed by MAZ specialists. The KС-5571BY-N-22
crane is the world’s first vehicle of its kind. The product
engineers have managed to
considerably reduce the weight
of the chassis and the load per
axle — enabling the vehicle to

do less damage to roads. Unlike
imported analogues, the crane
does not require special permits
for travel along public roads
and will be useful for work at
oil extraction sites, drilling rigs,
for major overhaul projects,
and for other kinds of work.
“The crane uses one of
the best chassis — МАZ6302С5-529-080, with a 6x6
wheel formula; it weighs 24.5
tonnes. The front axle load is 7.5
tonnes while the load on the rear
bogie is 17 tonnes. The special
vehicle is able to conduct all operations which require enhanced
loads. Its crane arm can reach 28
metres with the speed of up to

13.3 metres in a minute, while
the maximum lifting height is
30.4 metres,” comments Yuri
Pivovarov, the Head of the Utility Vehicles and Chassis Sales
Office at MAZ JSC, adding that
the company’s designers have
managed to develop a lightweight chassis and connect it
to the superstructure. “For organisations that use cranes, this
is a breakthrough. They can
now significantly save time and
money when operating special
equipment. The new product has
a huge potential both at home and
abroad and we are glad our permanent partner Belorusneft is the first
company to acquire the crane. The

competent opinion of Belorusneft
specialists regarding how well our
new vehicles perform is important
for us,” he says.
Apart from the 32-tonne
vehicle, Belorusneft received
another crane, with the lifting
capacity of 25 tonnes. It was
also developed at the Minsk
Automobile Plant and assembled at the company’s branch in
Mogilev.
High demand for the new
32-tonne crane is expected in
other countries, in particular,
Russia: a contract for the shipping of five new cranes to this
country next year has already
been signed.

Belarusian products awarded at major food
exhibition — Peterfood 2020 — in St. Petersburg
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“Belarusian producers showcased their goods at a large
food exhibition in St. Petersburg. Though the number of
visitors decreased, the quality of networking improved.
There were even more useful contacts than in previous
years. All in all, Peterfood featured more than 300 exhibitors from 10 countries,” Belinterexpo, of the Belarusian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, has announced.
The Belinterexpo exhibition company presented a
stand of Belarusian products with the participation of the
Minskkhlebprom — the largest bakery enterprise in Belarus which operates six bakeries. Talks were held with
over 30 representatives of retail chains in the North-West
Federal District of Russia. Minskkhlebprom was awarded
a diploma in the ‘Choice of Retail Chains’ category for its
‘Babulin’ [Granny’s] bread.
According to Belinterexpo, strict observance of all epidemiological measures secured safe participation in the exhibition. Thermal imaging screens, infrared thermometers and
sanitisers were installed at the entrance to the pavilion. The
distance between the stands was more than 3 metres, while
visitors were provided with gloves and facemasks. Only samples in individual packaging were offered for tasting.
Among Peterfood 2020 exhibitors are food producers
and distributors from the CIS and beyond, managers and
purchasers of retail chains in the North-West Federal District of Russia.

Time for innovations

belinterexpo.by

Bread is
the staff
of life

The Made in Belarus exposition of Belarusian manufacturers was presented at Cairo ICT International Exhibition for Information and Communication Technology held in the Egyptian capital
Cairo ICT is the key technological event which
unites suppliers and system integrators in information-communication technologies for such sectors as
mechanical engineering, banking and financial services, education, energy, telecommunications, construction, defence and security.
Visitors to the Made in Belarus exposition could
enjoy the latest developments of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus and the Education Ministry. In particular, the Belarusian State University
presented its medical solutions — including a set
of ‘Cardiology’ medical programmes, mathematical
models for surgical practice and computer modelling
for the development of medications against coronavirus. On display was also its nanosatellite: ‘BSUSat’.
Its modules make it possible to conduct experiments
on the assessment of solar activity, aircraft tracking
and the observation of natural and atmospheric phe-

nomena. It has already been working in orbit for over
700 days. Taking part in the exhibition were also the
Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radioelectronics, the United Institute of Informatics
Problems of the National Academy of Science and
the Belarusian-Russian University.
This year, the Cairo event gathered more than 400
companies from Russia, China, the USA, France, Germany, Italy, the UK, the Republic of Korea and Saudi
Arabia. Its opening ceremony was attended by Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, as well as the country’s
ministers of education and healthcare.
Belinterexpo, of the Belarusian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, acted as the organiser of the Belarusian manufacturers’ exposition. The Belarusian Embassy
in Egypt also actively participated, rendering its support.

Based on materials of belta.by

By Olga Korneeva

The basis of the software created for
Vityaz TVs was a multimedia platform
for SmartTV, which the largest Russian Internet company developed and
launched in April 2020 on the Android
operating system. The co-operation became possible due to the fact that modern and high-quality products under the
Vityaz brand have proven themselves in
the Russian market, including the Vityaz
models with the support of SmartTV,
which are very popular among consumers, said the chief engineer of the joint
stock company, Valery Zaitsev.
The Yandex multimedia platform
on Vityaz TVs enables to watch on-air
channels and use all SmartTV capabilities in a single interface, including the
Alisa voice assistant. Owners of television receivers with proprietary software
can watch and search for films in online
cinemas, use YouTube, including without switching between different content
sources. With it, it is possible to compile
a selection of recommended films and
videos. In order for parents to protect
their children from inappropriate content, the platform has a so-called ‘child
mode’. Its activation allows you to block
access for children, for example, to films
and series for viewers over a certain age.
To disable the mode, it is necessary to
enter the security PIN code.
Today Vityaz JSC is a diversified enterprise that carries out over 20 types of
activities. Nevertheless, the production
of television and medical equipment
continues to occupy the largest share in
the production portfolio of the company.

At the manufacturing facility
BELTA

Today Vityaz JSC
is developing the production of television
and medical equipment, a line of modern
electric charging
stations for electric
vehicles and other
high-tech products
while also providing
a wide range
of production services
The TV fleet is being actively updated
and expanded, mainly due to models
with a large screen and Ultra HD or 4K
resolution. This standard is becoming
the most widespread in the market. The
novelties of 2020 include the produc-

ECONOMY

Smart
TV

Vityaz JSC has
developed and
started production
of smart TVs on the
multimedia platform
of Russian Yandex

tion of a line of frameless LED TVs of
43LU1204 model, which quickly gained
popularity in Russia. Since the launch of
sales in the networks of Russian hypermarkets of household appliances and
electronics, about 10,000 units of TVs
of this model have been sold.
Last year, Vityaz TVs were confidently in the top 10 best-selling brands on the
Russian market. The share of television
equipment in the export indicators of the
enterprise exceeds 85 percent. Over nine
months of 2020, more than 210,000 TV
sets were manufactured and sold, which
is three times more compared to the same
period of 2019. This also includes about
200,000 pieces delivered to foreign markets. In 2020, the export of Vityaz in value
terms increased by more than 2.5 times.

Vityaz EС-301-88 electric charging station presented
at the Day of Belarusian Science–2020 exhibition this January

NEWS IN BRIEF
Uzbekistan keen to purchase
ready-made sets of wooden
houses from Belarus

The Ambassador of Belarus to Uzbekistan, Leonid Marinich, at the invitation of
the Deputy Prime Minister of Uzbekistan,
the Chairman of the State Committee for
Tourism Development, Aziz Abdukhakimov, visited the tourist infrastructure of
the Tashkent Region. The Uzbek side expressed interest in purchasing ready-made
sets of wooden houses from Belarus for
placement in recreational areas of Uzbekistan and Belarus-made building materials.
Taking into account the expansion of air
traffic between Belarus and Uzbekistan,
the parties also discussed the possibilities
of activating tourist exchanges, including
visits by tourists from Belarus to ski resorts in Uzbekistan, and residents of Uzbekistan to Belarusian health resorts.

News of the Belarusian army can
now be heard on the waves of
Kompas FM Internet radio
The Vayar military news agency has
launched a new project — Internet radio
Kompas FM, which will promptly tell us

about the most important events taking
place in the Armed Forces. As with conventional radio stations, 75 percent of the
airtime is music. And all this is complemented by objective and professionally
presented news. This is perhaps the most
patriotic radio: in various programmes,
listeners will find interesting facts about
Belarus, our sights, legends and beliefs, as
well as famous and unknown heroes.
Advanced technologies and modern
technology allow for round-the-clock
broadcasting, with live video broadcasts
from the Kompas FM studio to the Internet, so this radio can not only be listened
to, but also watched if desired.

Shostakovich’s unfinished violin
sonata performed for the first time
in Belarus
It was performed at the Portrait of
Two Geniuses concert at the Belarusian
Philharmonic, held as part of the Belarusian Musical Autumn Arts Festival.
Composed in 1945, it was found in Shostakovich’s manuscripts many years after
his death. In fact, this is the first part written in one day. Why he didn’t continue
and why he didn’t use it, when, in 1968,

he composed a violin sonata as a gift for
the 60th birthday of David Oistrakh, remains a mystery. Struck by the beauty of
this abandoned music, his widow — musicologist Irina Shostakovich — released
it in a separate edition in 2012 and called
it The Unfinished Sonata.
Minsk is one of the first cities
where it has been performed at a large
concert venue.

White-winged crossbill spotted
in Minsk
According to the APB BirdLife Belarus public organisation, there are three
types of crossbills in Belarus: common
crossbill, parrot crossbill and whitewinged. Of these, only the common
crossbill nests here, the rest only occasionally fly into our territory. Recently,
near the Academy of Sciences, among
ordinary crossbills, a white-winged was
noticed. This species was last observed
in Belarus in 2016.
According to the APB specialists,
several white-winged crossbills, most
likely, can be seen in other cities of Belarus, where there are exotic conifers.
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It is believed that hunger or bad weather caused the birds to fly west. Usually
white-winged crossbills live in the taiga
in Eastern Europe and Siberia.
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The house restored
from a drawing
A new attraction to appear on the
tourist map of the Brest Region

By Valentina Kozlovich

Metamorphoses of Krasny Dvor

Previously,
the name of
Napoleon Orda
was not mentioned in textbooks. Interest
in his personality and work
arose in the
1990s when
the grave of
the outstanding Belarusian
was found in
Ivanovo. Local historian Vitaly Klimchuk published a brochure
and organised a modest exhibition in Brest. He also created
and headed the Napoleon Orda Foundation, and initiated the erection of a monument. Some time later, an art gallery was
opened in Vorotsevichi and, five years ago
— a museum. A book by local historian
Leonid Nesterchuk — Napoleon Orda
— was published, while Brest’s musician
Viktor Fetisov gave new life to Orda’s polonaises by creating his Musical Nights at
Yuzefina Orda’s House cycle.
Excavations in Krasny Dvor — where
a son, Napoleon, was born to Mikhail
and Yuzefina in 1807 — were carried out
in 2004 and, in 2009, the foundations and
log house were restored. However, there
was not enough money from the district
budget to continue, so the work was suspended for several years.
In 2019, in line with the Presidential
order, 824,000 Roubles (about $400,000)

Napoleon Orda’s manor house
in Krasny Dvor

Napoleon Orda’s manor
house is acquiring old furniture and interesting exhibits
to welcome its first guests
by the end of the year

Museum
curator Anton Zelinsky

were allocated from the Culture
and Art Support Fund for restoration of the artist’s ancestral estate.
The Head of the Culture Department
at the Ivanovo District Executive Committee, Valentina Borodinchik, recalls
that builders worked there in three shifts
to complete the work in December 2019.
To get funding for the design of the
exhibition, a new application has been
prepared for the President’s Culture and
Art Support Fund. The concept and design project for a museum in the manor
house were developed jointly with the
Institute of History of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus.
Ms. Borodinchik says that the house in
Krasny Dvor will be heated and, to make
it attractive to guests all year round, much
work is needed. “Sponsorship money has
already been raised for the purchase of
exhibits. Businesses, a fellow countryman
who lives in the United States, and trade

In honour of the
hero of the day

unions have responded. Nikolai Sechko,
a well-known Belarusian collector from
Minsk, agreed to help with antiques. We
plan to buy some of them with sponsorship money, and some will be displayed
with the consent of the collector. He is
helping us to create an exhibition,” she
adds, sharing her belief that, by winter,
some of the rooms will be open to tourists.

For a cup of gentry tea

An asphalt road leads from Ivanovo
to Vorotsevichi, where the District Museum Complex of Napoleon Orda is located. Then one and a half kilometres along
a good gravel road follows. In Krasny
Dvor, the majestic manor house, built
on the foundation where the ancestral
home of Napoleon Orda stood, is visible
from afar. Once it was surrounded by a
garden, a park, vegetable beds and farm
buildings. The estate is depicted in Orda’s drawings and the description in the
inventory dated June 1st, 1935 — in connection with its confiscation. The house
was restored based on these materials.
Museum curator Anton Zelinsky
tells us that the estate had 21 buildings,
“These were manor and grange houses, a

The Central Scientific Library named after Yakub Kolas
has prepared an exhibition, entitled The Son of the Land
Under White Wings, dedicated to the 90th anniversary
of the Belarusian writer, Vladimir Korotkevich
By Olga Korneeva
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ADDITION

The photo is courtesy of the author

INSIDE

Napoleon Orda — who created
over 1,000 drawings depicting
both the wooden folk and urban
architecture of the 19th century — is a true ‘guardian angel’ of
many ancient buildings that are
now being restored. Paradoxically, not everyone knew about
this extremely talented man
during his lifetime (Orda was also
a composer and writer) even in
his native village, in the Ivanovo
District, until the late 20th century.
However, thanks to the efforts of
local enthusiasts, the situation has
changed radically: not only is the
name of their famous countryman
back but also his family estate has
a new lease of life since it will soon
house a unique museum.

historical themes and illustrations for his
own texts. There are also portrait sketches and cartoons of the writer made by his
friends. Almost all of the writer’s printed
heritage has been collected separately.

“The exhibition gives visitors a
unique opportunity to look into the creative mind of Korotkevich and feel the
atmosphere in which the characters of future novels and stories were born, which
resonated with readers and entered the
golden treasury of Belarusian and world
literature,” noted the organisers.
The exhibition enables visitors to
see interesting and rare photographs
from the Korotkevich family album,
alongside the writer’s drawings on minsknews.by

Vladimir Korotkevich

Some sections are devoted to translations of the works into different
languages, studies conducted by
scientists of the life and work of
the classical writer, as well as
memories of friends, relatives,
writers, painters and artistes.

In the Ivanovo District,
another interesting site is
being restored: the rotunda
in the village of Molodovo.
This year, the local budget has allocated about
$40,000 to complete the
first stage of restoration
work. The dome is ready
and plans include restoration of the interior and
the creation of an exhibition of the Skirmunt family.
distillery, a cheese factory, a malt house,
a carriage house, a sheepfold, a barn, a
huge orchard and vegetable gardens.”
It’s possible to enter the house through
the main entrance. While the walls are
bare, only chandeliers hang on the ceiling and it almost seems as if the door will
creak and the owner will come in. Anyone
could easily imagine the year 1856: Napoleon was 49 then, returning after 25 years
of exile as soon as the amnesty for participants in the uprising came into force...
Later, Orda painted his native house
with an inscription: ‘The property of
Orda family for 300 years until 1831: the
site is memorable and dear to the author’.
The small walk-through rooms will
soon be turned into a grand hall, a library, a study, a living room, a dining
room and children’s rooms. There will
be two expositions in 16 rooms of the
restored house — featuring the life and
culture of the gentry and peasants.
For the convenience of tourists, it is
also planned to open a cafe in the house.
An investor is already showing an interest. There might also be a wine cellar
in the basement. Local historians have
restored the composition of tea that the
gentry liked to drink. Guests will certainly be interested to try such a treat.
The Director of the District Museum Complex of Napoleon Orda, Olga
Kravchuk, dreams of restoring a garden
in Krasny Dvor; many years ago, cherry,
‘Vengerka’ and ‘Renklod’ plum trees grew
there.
At present, two families grow Belarus-selected grapes of dozens of juicy
and aromatic varieties in Vorotsevichi.
Perhaps one day grapes will again grow
in the Orda garden. Meanwhile, work
continues on the exposition and the
Ivanovo District follows Orda’s words:
‘The one who brings soil in his hands
will eventually make a mountain’.
The Yakub Kolas Central Scientific
Library keeps most of the writer’s documentary heritage. The exhibits include
documents from the personal archive,
reflecting the main stages of his life and
work. These rarities tell the story of the
creation of his works. A special place at
the exhibition is occupied by the manuscripts of the novels Ears Under Your
Sickle, Christ Landed in Grodno and The
Black Castle of Olshany. Moreover, the
author’s dramatic texts are also on show.
Visitors can see the manuscripts of the
plays — Mother of the Hurricane and
The Cradle of Four Fairies — as well as
the play and the poster of the premiere
performance Kastus Kalinovsky, staged
in Vitebsk in 1979 by the Belarusian
State Academic Theatre named after
Yakub Kolas (now — the Yakub Kolas
National Academic Drama Theatre) with
autographs by the actors. In addition,
guests are offered the chance to get acquainted with the scripts of feature films
by Vladimir Korotkevich, as well as
photographs of film stills. The exhibition
runs until the end of December.

Winter fairy tale behind glass
Aleksandr Kulevsky

Interactive elements, multiple
photo zones, three-dimensional
display cases and light
manipulation: department stores,
shopping and entertainment centres
are being beautified for the New
Year celebrations

INSIDE

It’s true that we prepare for a sleigh in the summer, and the New
Year mood is set in November. Traders enthusiastically decorate
their halls, while placing new displays in their windows. Last week,
all Minsk stores dressed up for the upcoming winter holidays. Our
MT reporter looked at how the Central Department Store of the Belarusian capital prepared new showcases and learnt how the city’s
shopping centres will amaze visitors.

Inspiration from travels

Window dressing has long been an art
form. Teams of artists work on the perfect demonstration of the product since
a successful brand presentation significantly raises the level of its sales. As
staff at Minsk’s Central Department Store
(TSUM) admit, the figure might reach 1520 percent — depending on the product
category. There are also trendsetters in
the design of the store windows: Hermes
in Paris, Selfridges in London, as well
as stores of individual brands — such as
Gucci and Prada. To meet the trends and
be inspired by the successful ideas of artistic colleagues, TSUM employees travelled
a lot — visiting France, Germany, Russia…
On their return, the artists give birth to new
ideas which can be implemented in the design of storefronts. However, the right to
decorate must be earned — after presenting
a competitive idea.
“Three months prior to the opening
and festive decoration of windows, we
invite our artists and several third-party
companies to participate in the competition for the best sketch. This year, there
were two of them, in addition to our
specialists,” explains Pavel Grabun, the
leading trade inspector at TSUM MINSK
JSC. “On a certain day, a commission meets,
featuring the general director, his deputies,
heads of departments, and the art council.
This year, the idea by our artists has been
Aleksandr Kulevsky

recognised as the most successful.”
Sketches are carefully detailed. Specialists determine how and what the
individual elements will be made of.
TSUM artists can’t make all the items
themselves and, this year, they’ve been
assisted by two contractors.

Idea of the year

The store has eight shopfronts. The
entrance to them is closed but we managed to come in while the compositions
were at the final stage of preparation. It’s
a small space and difficult to turn around
if more than two people work. Background curtains must be held carefully
to avoid creasing. It’s difficult to arrange
the decor since the details are sometimes
quite significant and moving with them
along the windows is a true mission.
BELTA

By Natalia Tychko

said Pavel Yelkanovich, the Head of the
TSUM Department of Trade Organisation, sharing some secrets. “This window
is an experiment for us: for the first time,
we’ve gone out of the
window onto the avenue and the train’s
main parts have been
placed outside. Different techniques
were used in
different
years. For
example,
last winter,
there were
about 40
mechanical
automatic
movements:
turns, ascents,
twists. There was
much experimentation
with light. This year, the focus is on volume and light. Due to light manipulations,
the train cars seem to be moving.”
TSUM storefronts have been a commercial project for several years and
brands rent them for placing their ads.
The bank used this opportunity for the
first time last year, which proved a success. As a result, it was decided to continue this practice.
The TSUM windows are traditionally a talking point which is easily
explained: its huge windows face the
city’s always crowded main avenue.
Moreover, the decorations of the Central Department Store are appreciated
not only by Minskers: the New Year
motifs are regularly recognised at city
competitions for the best design of
shopping facilities.

Interactive
elements reign
through many
seasons and this
winter is no
exception

“This year’s idea is the New Year’s express train, in each car of which are certain
themes. Easily recognisable characters
take part: Santa Claus, elves and so on.
More than 200 pieces of icicle were used
for the decoration, while the fourteen elves
were made by an artist-sculptor to order,”

Storefronts of fairy tale wishes

One of Minsk’s shopping and entertainment centre starts preparing for the

New Year festivities in summer, with its
marketers and decorators having much
work to do. Everything actually starts
with the theory. Experts study the experience of past years, look at designs by
foreign colleagues and, of course, follow
the trends of the season, also paying special attention to colour schemes. Belarusian buyers are conservative and don’t
always accept new fashion trends easily;
accordingly, in tribute to the whims of
the season, stores use several colours,
intertwining them with classic festive
decoration. This year, new-fangled details are muted with a well-established
colour scheme: dark green is combined
with shades of red.
“Interactive elements reign through
many seasons and this winter as well,
though they have more technical issues
than if static décor is used. However,
such elements are the best way to attract
attention,” marketing specialist Lina
Shukelo comments. “This year, we’ll
also pay attention to moving structures.
Animals are especially popular. Therefore, when designing photo areas, we’ll
definitely take this into account. Photo
lovers will be happy: there will be several well-equipped platforms for taking a
souvenir picture.”
To attract as many people as possible, the shopping centres don’t skimp on
Christmas decor. After all, high-quality
work will affect both their reputation and
profit. During the winter holidays, long lists
of presents and products make us spend a
considerable amount of money, and an
extra reason to visit the shopping centre
for a photo with a beautiful installation
can lead to additional purchases.
Installation of the decoration in the
shopping centre is usually handled by
a contractor. According to the centre’s
rules, all installation work takes place
at night and is planned to be finished by
the end of next week.
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The Ukrainian economy is facing an
inevitable disaster. That’s according to
Mikhail Saakashvili, the former President of Georgia, who believes Kiev will
soon have trouble fulfilling even the
most basic social welfare payments.

Adiós, Diego!

People gather to mourn the death of soccer legend Diego Armando Maradona, in Buenos Aires

Argentinian soccer legend Diego Maradona, one of the sport’s
greatest players who scored the iconic and controversial ‘Hand of
God’ goal in the 1986 World Cup, died aged sixty after reportedly
suffering a heart attack

For millions, football began with
him and it’s the end of an era for millions with his demise! Argentina’s favourite son, Maradona was as controversial as he was gifted.
Any debate over who is the greatest soccer player of all time usually
starts and ends with just two names in
the conversation — Maradona and the
Brazilian legend Pelé.
The international soccer governing body FIFA bestowed its Player
of the 20th Century Award to both
Pelé and Maradona. Pelé, 80, said
he looked forward to kicking the ball
around with Maradona in the afterlife.
“You took us to the top of the
world. You made us immensely hap-

py,” Argentine President Alberto
Fernández tweeted in Spanish. “You
were the greatest of all. Thanks for
having existed, Diego. We will miss
you for a lifetime.”
Tens of thousands of people had
queued from early morning to file past
the star’s coffin, draped in the Argentine flag and the player’s No.10 jersey,
at the Presidential palace.
Many of the mourners were in
tears, and some wore replicas of the
World Cup winner’s jersey as they
gathered at the Casa Rosada Palace to
see his coffin. But as the day wore on,
fans queueing outside the palace grew
increasingly impatient and some took
over a courtyard inside the palace,

where they chanted slogans.
The event descended into chaos
when police tried to maintain order
outside the building. Numerous impatient fans reacted by throwing bottles
and pieces of metal fencing at the officers, some of whom fired tear gas and
rubber bullets to control the crowd in
the heart of Buenos Aires. Several people were arrested. Maradona’s family
asked authorities to end the wake.
For all his flaws and faults, Maradona was still Maradona. Awed,
loved, and worshipped. An everyman
hero with supernatural gifts. In ages
to come, there could be legends and
greats. Bur there will be only one Diego Maradona.

Mr. Saakashvili, the current Head of Ukraine’s
National Reform Council, told national TV, “The
Ukrainian economy is now heading for a big catastrophe. A very strong budget crisis is looming,
and Ukraine will have problems with payments
of salaries and pensions starting from next year.”
He noted that money from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) would help in the short
term but said that soon Kiev will struggle with
the most basic financial obligations, such as paying salaries and social-security payments.
“This has not happened in Ukraine since
the 1990s,” Mr. Saakashvili said. “Something
needs to be done, or the country will go down
the drain.”
Ukraine signed a $5bn deal with the IMF on
June 9th, due to be drawn down over 18 months.
Thus far, Kiev has received $2.1bn of this.
ueex.com.ua

WORLD

REUTERS

Saakashvili
warns Ukrainian
economy facing
collapse

“In practice, the government is not functioning... They are talking about some successful
reforms, the results of which have been felt by
business,” Mr. Saakashvili said.
He also criticised the decision to quarantine
the weekend, because of which, in his opinion,
the country’s economy could ‘burst’.

Dual carriageway beneath
Winners
announced for prehistoric Stonehenge
the 2020 AMAs
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The first-time AMA host dazzled
fans with a beat pumping dance routine, unexpected surprises — including a visit from America’s favourite
TV music mogul — Cookie Lyon, and
glamour and sophistication with nine
wardrobe changes.
The Weeknd and Roddy Ricch led
going into the event with eight nominations each. Justin Bieber and Shawn
Mendes opened the show with their
new single, Monster. Bieber also performed two of his hit singles, Lonely
and Holy.
Katy Perry took the stage for the
first time since becoming a mom and
performed Only Love with Darius

Rucker. Megan Thee Stallion also had
a standout performance.
Artist of the year, the top prize of the
night, went to Taylor Swift, who said she
was unable to accept the award in person
because she was busy rerecording her
early music catalogue, which was recently sold. Swift also won music video
of the year and favourite female pop artist. She holds the record for most AMA
career wins by a single artist with 32.
BTS, also known as the Bangtan
Boys, closed out the night, remote from
Seoul, South Korea, with a vibrant nearly six-minute performance of their newly released song Life Goes On and fan
favourite hit Dynamite.

Situated in Wiltshire, England,
Stonehenge attracts nearly 1m visitors
a year. There are now plans to improve
the traffic congestion on the A303, a
road which runs alongside the site. The
€1.9bn project involves converting the
single carriageway into a dual carriageway and building a 3km tunnel underneath the site. The latter is the cause for
controversy.

“The decision to inject a great gash
of concrete and tarmac into Britain’s
most precious prehistoric landscape is
one that ranks simultaneously as spendthrift and sacrilegious,” says Tom Holland, the President of the Stonehenge
Alliance. But the director of the project
says that preserving both the environment and the World Heritage Site are
top priorities.

thesun.co.uk

Taylor Swift
newsmuz.com

Spectacular world premiere
performances took centre
stage at the 2020 American
Music Awards.
Taraji P. Henson hosted the
show from The Microsoft Theatre in Los Angeles and with
COVID-19 protocols in place,
the show had multiple live performances, in person presenters and even a small audience.

Plans have been approved to build a tunnel which will run beneath
a UK UNESCO World Heritage Site. Project leaders claim the
plans will reduce traffic congestion and ‘conserve and enhance’
the archaeological site. But opposers aren’t convinced.

Materials prepared with aid of information agencies

Toy soldier games
By Olga Valchenko

Kutuzov did have an eye

Boris Kupchinov began to
create as a child, being keen
on historical romanticism and
making toy soldiers from plasticine, “After reading Ivanhoe,
Three Musketeers, watching
war films, I really wanted to
play all this. There weren’t
many toys, so I began to make
soldiers myself.”
Childhood passion gradually developed into a profession.
He got to know the members
of the military-historical reconstruction clubs, took part in
dramatisations of battles and
attended festivals dedicated to
the anniversaries of the battles
of Borodino and Grunwald.
He also took a great interest in
studying historical books in order to create items that are not
only beautiful, but also factually
accurate.
“Less Internet — more old
books! Better, to be honest, if they
are from the 1960s. I probably spent
a fortune on them,” he noted.
We are convinced of the accuracy of the details by examining the display case with miniature figures which showcases
simple warriors and real historical figures: from Joan of Arc and
Napoleon to Prince Paskevich
and Tadeusz Kosciuszko.
“On the banner of Genghis
Khan there is his coat of arms
— a white gyrfalcon. On the figurine of
Commander Mikhail Kutuzov, there is
not just an eye patch, but also a moire
ribbon with the awards he was given.
Contrary to popular belief, he did have
an eye but it was just watering after being wounded. One of the owners of the
Gomel estate — Prince Ivan Paskevich
— commanded troops in the Caucasus,
so I have him with a kind of headdress —
it is called the ‘Caucasian panama’. The
uniform of the military corresponds not
only to the time, but also to the regiment
in which they served.”

History in volume

Polymer clay, metal polymer, poured
and moulded by hand — over the years,
Boris Kupchinov has tried a variety of
techniques. He also applies the paint
himself on the resulting figures using
acrylic paints. And if we are talking about
large-scale dioramas, then anything is
used. We are viewing, together with the
author, the first big battle of 1812 — near
Saltanovka in the Mogilev Region. Boris
Kupchinov calls for a closer look, “Grass
and straw are made of sawdust with glue
while I used epoxy resin with varnish for
the river. The hilltop church is made of
plastic, which usually goes for billboards
and windows.”
It can take up to a year to make such
a diorama, since the entire technological

process is carried out by Boris Kupchinov at home. To melt metal polymers,
180 degrees and an ordinary oven are
enough. However, the variety of materials and techniques is not the main thing.
The artistic value and historical content
are much more important. Backdrops for
dioramas are pictures also drawn by the
craftsman’s hand, and the commander
Nikolai Raevsky — as described in the
books — is followed by his sons with a
banner and a drum. Airplanes and airships
are flying over the diorama dedicated to
WWI, “This is the so-called ‘The Attack
of the Dead Men’ — the defence of the
Osowiec Fortress on August 6th, 1915.
Germany conducted a chemical attack
against the Russians and the German infantry advanced to storm the fortress, expecting to take the deserted target without
the slightest resistance.”
On the diorama, one can see a historical fact masterfully displayed by
the artist: many Germans have in their
hands not even rifles but sticks with
nails to ‘finish off’ the poisoned enemy
so as not to waste ammunition. But the
Russians were on their feet: gas masks
were not yet widespread, so soldiers
tried to save themselves by wrapping
their faces with wet rags and holding
on to the end. When the Germans saw
them counterattacking like the dead, the
infantry rushed back in horror.

CULTURE

What fascinates
fans of militaryhistorical miniatures

An exhibition of military-historical miniatures by Boris Kupchinov
— From Time Immemorial We’ve Inherited a Legacy from Our
Ancestors... — opened at Gomel’s Vashchenko Art Gallery.
Amazingly accurate copies of warriors from the Sumerians
to Soviet times, alongside dioramas of battles and reduced-size
Belarusian castles: the artist has been creating them for more than
a quarter of a century. Moreover, he also teaches this art to the
younger generation and says that interest in miniatures doesn’t
disappear, though the fashion for historical periods is changing.

not massive, but there are plenty of visitors at exhibitions. The
master jokes that the popularity
can be judged by the thefts, “A
German motorcycle was stolen
four times from the diorama kept
in the Gomel Regional Museum
of Military Glory! The last time I
drove a huge pin into it, but they
pulled it out along with the pin.”
According to the artist,
interest in military-historical
miniatures does not fade away,
especially among those who
are engaged in historical reconstruction. Orders for the manufacture of figurines are received
steadily. However, there is a
shift, “There is a certain fashion
in this business too. Until recently, everyone was carried away
by 1812, but now interest in this
Ivan Yarivanovich
period has somewhat subsided. The
current trend is the
First and Second
World Wars.”
In order for this
art to live on, a studio of figural and
sculptural modelling, ‘Merry Plastic’ was established
at the Vashchenko
Art Gallery, where
M r. K u p c h i n o v
embodies the
dreams of children,
teaching everyone
who wishes to create their favourite
characters from
films, comics and
anime with their
own hands, as well
as making models
of military equipment and architectural monuments.
“First, I ask
the children what
they are interested
in. Now you can’t
make them mould
Roly-Polies or kitties. Superheroes,
monsters,
Children mould characters
characters
of computer games
of comput‘Siege of Gomel in 1535’, ‘Bater games
tle of Loev. The Defeat of the Cossack
— we do
Army by the Army of Rzecz Pospolanything,”
ita’, ‘The Hunting for the Bison of
explains
the Grand Duke of Lithuania Zygthe master.
munt August. Belovezhskaya Pushcha.
Boris
1544’, as well as models of Mir and NesKupchinov demonvizh castles, the Puslovsky Palace: minia- strates the works of his pupils which are
tures by Boris Kupchinov have travelled of quite a good level. The work uses polall over Belarus and Russia. His works ymer coloured clay. It is fired at a temperwere exhibited in the Slavutyya Maistry ature of 130 degrees and turns into plastic.
Gallery in Minsk, the Central House of In parallel with his studies, he has solved
Artist in Moscow, with some being kept another important issue: through his minin private collections in Ukraine, Germa- iatures he acquaints the younger generany, Spain, Italy, France. The art scene is tion with the history of their country.

Exact copies of
warriors, dioramas of battles
and medieval
castles: artist
Boris Kupchinov
preserves the
unique art of creating miniatures
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By Sophia Arsenyeva

To arrive in Vitebsk by train, like
Bunin

gorodvitebsk.by

The Nobel Prize for Literature holder visited our ‘blue-eyed’ country several
times. Initially, when he was
a novice writer: Bunin then
set off on a reckless journey along the Orel-Vitebsk
railway. “I really like the
words: Smolensk, Vitebsk,
Polotsk...,” he cheerfully confessed to his wife Vera. From
the Northern capital of Belarus, 19-year-old Bunin returned to Moscow ‘having no
money even for an overnight
stay’. However, the emotion
of it overwhelmed him.
“I arrived in Vitebsk in
the evening, which was frosty
and bright. It was very snowy
everywhere, quiet, clean, and
pristine; the city seemed to me
ancient and non-Russian: it
had tall, detached houses with
steep roofs, small windows,
deep and rough semi-circular
The frosty winter city charmed Ivan Bunin with its wonderful novelty
gates in the lower floors… I
walked as if enchanted in that
crowd, in that city
— which looked so
ancient and amazingly new for me,”
he said.
The last time
Ivan Bunin saw
the Vitebsk Province from a train
window was in
1918. He went to
emigrate without
hiding his tears —
‘leaving behind all Railway station in Stolbtsy
my former life and
the ruins of Russia,
stepping into exile from its new border in press train. It is known for certain that the will also stop
Orsha’.
poet’s compartment was shared you from getting out the ‘red
by a Swede and a Briton, who passport’ and proudly proclaiming: ‘Read,
To get a passport
later became the heroes of envy, I am a citizen!’
in Stolbtsy,
the famous poem.
like Mayakovsky
Stolbtsy railway To walk through Mogilev,
“A building at Stolbtsy
station has seen many like Pushkin
station — clean and white —
celebrities: writers
‘The sun of Russian poetry’ visited
immediately resembled EuMaksim Gorky, Bo- Belarus twice. In 1820, Aleksandr Pushrope... That was a true concern, a
ris Pasternak, Aleksei kin went into exile from St. Petersburg to
majestic construction site! It was
Tolstoy, chess player Chisinau and, in 1824, he returned to the
a building which could easily be
Mikhail Botvinnik, Brit- Mikhailovskoe family estate under the sucalled ‘luxurious’,” said Vladimir
ish Prime Minister An- pervision of the police.
Mayakovsky in
thony Eden. However,
Rumours that Pushkin would person1927. At that
the station employees ally visit Mogilev spread quickly. People
time, the Beremember Mayak- were waiting for the poet, who met their exlarusian
ovsky with spe- pectations: Pushkin walked through the old
territories
cial warmth. streets in a Russian-style shirt and boots.
were dividN o o n e He wore an officer’s greatcoat over his
ed by a borwill ask shoulders and a yarmulke on his head. He
der: the westyou to was usually followed by a servant dressed
ern part was
s h o w as a Tatar. Officials and most of the officers
Polish, and the eastern
your docu- ignored the arrival of Pushkin, ordinary
part belonged to the USSR.
ments
here people and the military of the lower ranks
Monument
Starting in Stolbtsy (now in
now
but
nobody
prepared a magnificent reception. The poet,
to A. Pushkin in Mogilev
i.pinimg.com
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the Minsk Region), a completely different
country was beginning.
This is where the legendary lines about
the Soviet passport were born. Vladimir
Mayakovsky wrote them when travelling
by international Manchuria-Stolbtsy ex-

Blok is third on the left

in gratitude, read them poems until four
o’clock in the morning.
As contemporaries said, Aleksandr
Pushkin often said that he liked Mogilev —
being particularly impressed by the architecture, the clothes of the city’s residents,
and the way they talked. We find confirmation of his words in the Boris Godunov
poem: ‘Drink, but understand yourself’,
‘Let’s drink a cup for a ‘shinkarochka’ [a
tavern woman]’; Pushkin’s heroes speak
there in the Belarusian manner.

To have fun in Brest,
like Griboyedov

The author of the most quoted work of
Russian literature — Woe from Wit — was
a brilliant diplomat but his hussar past is
usually ignored at literature classes. It’s
a mistake: Aleksandr Griboyedov took a
direct part in the war against Napoleon,
and celebrated victory over the French in
Brest-Litovsk. The young officer then first
tried himself as a writer: his Young Spouses
and Own Family, or a Married
Bride plays were written in
the Brest period; during the
1815 theatre season, they were
true hits in St. Petersburg.
However, Brest residents remembered Griboyedov for other
things. The writer once rode on
a horse into the second floor of
a house where a ball was taking
place. There is also a story about
how Griboyedov replaced an organist during a service at the Brest
Jesuit Monastery’s Roman Catholic
Church. He initially performed traditional music but then — unexpectedly for the worshippers — began playing the ‘Kamarinskaya’ dance.
mosco
wbook
s.ru

CULTURE

pinsknews.by

Belarus through Russian
writers’
eyes

To serve in Polesie, like Blok

The delicate Petersburg lyrical poet
came to Pinsk during WWI. In 1916, Aleksandr Blok served in the 13th engineering
and construction squad.
Recalling his Polesie time, he said, “I
went wild, spending half a day on horseback in woods, fields and swamps, almost
unwashed. We also drink samovars of tea,
complained about the authorities, wrote letters in the office, took naps or slept, sometimes just sitting on the bench and watching
the pigs and geese. There is a lot of good in
all this, but when it stops, it will all seem
like a dream.”
Blok wrote not a single poem in his Belarusian period. However, before his death,
the terminally ill Aleksandr often recalled
the village of Kolby where his regiment
was stationed. In his delirium, he repeatedly uttered the name of Maria and even
said that, perhaps, in Polesie, he had a son
growing up.

Stolen summer

The 2019 Europe-USA athletic match
at Minsk’s Dinamo National Olympic Stadium. Maksim Nedosekov
Do you plan to demonstrate this in
winter?
I hope to take part in all the events
that will take place. The main goals
for the winter season are the European
Indoor Championship and the World
Championship postponed from 2020.
Because of all these shifts, they are very
close to each other. The European Championship is scheduled to take place from
March 5th-7th in Torun, while the World
Championship in Nanjing is scheduled
for March 19th-21st. If everything goes
well, I plan to perform in both of them.
However, it will all depend on how well
I’ll be able to prepare.
What about the idea that the Olympics may not take place at all?
I had no knowledge of any kind. I
was sure that these competitions would
be held in some way. After all, these are

By Igor Svetlov

Shakhtyor Soligorsk footballers
became champions of Belarus for
the second time in history
In the match of the final round of the
30th national championship, the home
team, Soligorsk, snatched victory from
Dinamo Minsk — 4:2. Shakhtyor won
their first league title in 2005.
Soligorsk’s rivals in the fight for
gold medals — BATE Borisov — drew
with Dinamo Minsk away — 0:0.
The bronze medals were won by
Zhodino’s Torpedo-BelAZ, who beat
Vitebsk in an away match — 3:2. For
the Zhodino team, now coached by Yuri
Puntus, these are the first medals of the
Belarusian Championship.
The results of other meetings: Dinamo (Brest) and Neman (Grodno) —
3:1, Isloch (Minsk Region) and Gorodeya — 2:2, Slavia and Energetik-BSU
(Minsk) — 2:1, Belshina (Bobruisk)

and Rukh (Brest) — 3:7. The match
between Slutsk and Smolevichi was
cancelled.
Final standings: Shakhtyor — 59
points, BATE — 58, Torpedo-BelAZ
(Zhodino) — 56, Dinamo (Brest) — 54,
Neman — 53, Dinamo (Minsk) — 52,
Isloch — 45, Rukh — 44, Slavia — 39,
Energetik-BSU (Minsk) — 38, Minsk
— 38, Vitebsk — 36, Gorodeya — 31,
Slutsk — 27, Belshina (Bobruisk) —
21, Smolevichi — 14.
The leading goal-scorer was BATE
striker, Maksim Skavysh, with 19 goals.
Belshina and Smolevichi are relegated from the Major League, and will
be replaced next season by the two best
teams from the first league: Sputnik
Rechitsa and Gomel. The footballers
from Slutsk and Minsk’s Krumkachy
will hold transitional matches for the
right to play in the elite division of the
Belarusian Championship in 2021 on
December 15th and 19th.

the Olympics. However, an extra year of
training for them is still a disadvantage for
me, rather than additional opportunities. I
was ready to jump high already this year,
for this purpose I concentrated a lot of energy, and now my courage is a little off. In
fact, all the energy has been lost. I’ve been
training for a while now – searching for
motivation and emotions. But for now, this
is all aimed at winter events. I will start focusing directly on the Olympics in spring.
Many athletes have devoted the
unplanned ‘vacation’ this year to
solving issues that they don’t have
time for in the normal schedule of life.
What did you do?
Importantly, I solved my health related
problems. I bought a car and finished repairs in my flat. Honestly, I planned to do
more as I thought of the Olympics and my
performance there. Since everything was
cancelled, the plans were also postponed
to a later date. I was also affected by financial difficulties. There are no competitions and contracts are being cut... It has
affected me greatly. It was probably a little
calmer due to the fact that the Belarusian
sport has state support. If we take into account the average level of salaries in the
country, then my earnings are enough to
live on my own and help my family. There
will still be time for other plans and goals.
The Olympic season is ahead, and I have
very serious hopes for it.

MAZ heads to Dakar–2021
The MAZ-SPORTauto team will take part in the world Dakar–2021 rally and
sports cars have already been sent on from Minsk — as announced by the
press service of MAZ — Managing Company of Belavtomaz Holding JSC
By Arina Novikova

Shakhtyor — the champions!

Maksim Nedosekov

The crews feature pilots Sergei Vyazovich and Aleksei Vishnevsky, navigators Pavel Garanin and Maksim Novikov
and mechanics Anton Zaporoshchenko
and Sergei Sachuk.
“Dakar–2021 was strongly affected
by the epidemiological situation. Many
teams have reduced the number of crews,
and some will miss the competition. The
fact that we were able to prepare for the
race and take part in it is a great credit to
the team, the plant and our fans who believe in us. The racers and vehicles are
ready for a serious fight and endurance
tests,” the MAZ-SPORTauto team noted.
Saudi Arabia will host the famous
marathon for the second time. The last
rally event completed before the pandemic, but other major events have since
been cancelled. Dakar–2021 has become
an exception.
The race will start on January 3rd in
Jeddah and finish there on January 15th.
The participants will pass 12 stages, with
a day of rest in Haile. Because of the quarantine, plans to take caravans to Egypt
and Jordan had to be abandoned. The
route of the rally will be more
compact and take place in the
north-western part of Saudi
Arabia.
Sports MAZ trucks will be
delivered to the port of Mar-

seille, where they will be loaded onto a ferry in early December. Due to the pandemic
in Europe, preliminary technical checks
have been cancelled, and mandatory ones
will be held in the Arabian Peninsula.
This year, two Belarusian vehicles
will compete. More than half of their
components and units were produced at
the enterprises of the BelavtoMAZ holding. For the first time, all navigators will
receive roadmaps with the route before
each stage, while some categories of the
peloton will be transferred to digital maps.
KAMAZ-master is the key rival of
Belarusians. The acting champion will be
traditionally represented by four crews.
Meanwhile, Team de Rooy — which, like
MAZ-SPORTauto, is among rally favourites — will miss the event.
Previously, the MAZ team has twice
won the Dakar rally: in 2018, the Belarusians captured silver and, in 2020, they
finished third.

maz.by

el, I managed to perform well — although
I jumped, by and large, for pleasure.
Last year, following the wave of interest in the 2nd European Games, the
Europe-USA match and the World Cup,
the number of your fans increased significantly. This season hasn’t actually
taken place. Did many fans forget you?
Those fans who supported me especially actively have not disappeared. They
were there before last year’s success, and
they are still here. There are other fans
who don’t wish me well — naturally, figuratively speaking. These people have always been and always will be around. This
year, their number has increased. However, I don’t see the point in trying to react to
them. Even positive aspects can be found
in this situation. Their interest still fuels
and motivates me to become even better,
to prove that they are unfair to me.

fcshakhter.by

Let’s start with the key thing: how
is your health?
Everything is fine. I don’t really want
to return to this topic. Happily, everything
went well and didn’t affect my preparation — at least for the summer season. It
might be difficult to regain my best form
by the winter season, however.
Against the last season, any results
will look good, won’t they?
Did we really have a season? There
were only three or four events and there’s
nothing much to sum up. The preparation
was also half-done. True, the result of
2.33m is good. I am glad that I managed
to show it after such preparation. However, there were not enough starts. I really
wanted to jump and perform. As a result,
there were only a few and, during the recent tournaments, I began experiencing
health problems — with my heart. As a
result, even the tournaments that took
place were not a success.
However, you immediately, at the
first tournament, finished at 2.30m
and then — at 2.33m. These are results
which make it possible to think of medals at almost any top event...
I think this was to the great merit of
those who came to support me. I have my
own fans who constantly come. I’m very
grateful to them: thanks to their support,
due to the fact that the Belarusian Championship was organised at a very high lev-

BELTA

By Dmitry Komashko

SPORT

Belarusian high jumper Maksim Nedosekov finished last season as the world leader. In fact, the
season was not a success for the whole sport, but a result of 2.33m enabled Maksim to join the
top list last year. Only Mutaz Barshim from Qatar had a higher result: with 2.35m. The Qatari
has missed the current season — due to the pandemic, quarantine and a desire to improve his
health. Maksim also had many challenges — including hospitalisation — but, in the end, he
managed to cope with all the problems and save his optimism for the coming Olympic year.
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Photo of the week
A stork in the last warm days of autumn in the agro-town of Svisloch, the Grodno Region

DATES. EVENTS. PEOPLE.
December 3rd is
International Day of Disabled
People, proclaimed by the UN
General Assembly in 1992 with
the aim of raising awareness
and supporting important
issues regarding the inclusion of people with
disabilities, both in social structures and in
development processes.
On December 4th, 1915, Oleg Losik was
born — a military leader, Marshal of the
Armoured Troops (1975), a participant of
battles in Belarus during the Great Patriotic
War, Hero of the Soviet Union (1944). From
1941, he fought on the North Western,
Stalingrad, Don, West and 3rd Belorussian
fronts. On July 2nd, 1944, a tank brigade
led by Colonel Losik broke the enemy’s
resistance near Minsk and
was one of the first to enter
the city on the morning
of July 3rd. After the war
he was in command and
leadership positions in the
Soviet Army and taught at
military academies. He died
in 2012.
December 5th is Insurance Workers’ Day
in the Republic of Belarus. In December
1921, the Decree ‘On the Organisation
of State Property Insurance in the BSSR’
was adopted and the State Insurance
Department appeared as part of the
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People’s Commissariat
of Finance. Today
it is the largest
insurance company
in the Republic —
Belgosstrakh. In total,
more than 9,000 employees are employed
in the insurance sector in Belarus. Every
day, they protect our property and life in
unforeseen circumstances.
December 5th is International Volunteer
Day for Economic and Social Development,
celebrated by the decision of the 40th session
of the UN General Assembly on December
17th, 1985.
Volunteers are
people who spend
their free time
for the benefit
of society, which
undoubtedly needs
their productive work. The United Nations
Volunteers (UNV) programme mobilises
thousands of volunteers around the world to
promote peace and development.
December 5th is World Soil
Day, celebrated annually to
remind the world community of
the importance of soil resources
and the role they play in
preserving ecosystems and
ensuring the growth of human
well-being.

On December 6th, 1520, Barbara Radziwill
was born — Queen of Poland and Grand
Duchess of Lithuania. She was the second
wife of Sigismund II Augustus.
She received an excellent
education at home: she
knew several foreign
languages, studied
history, literature,
drawing, music, dancing
and horse riding. She
died in 1551, six months
after her coronation (some
historians believe that she was
poisoned). She was buried in the Vilnius
Cathedral Church. Barbara Radziwill became
the heroine of many legends, in which she
appears as the Black Lady, and numerous
works of art are dedicated to the stories of
the romantic love of Barbara and Sigismund.
On December
6th, 1925, the
First All-Belarusian
Art Exhibition was
opened in Minsk,
which marked the
beginning of systematic Republican
exhibitions. The exhibition was dedicated to
the anniversary of the 1905 revolution and the
400th anniversary of Belarusian book printing.
More than 1,000 works went on display,
including samples of ancient art: the cross
of Yevfrosiniya Polotskaya, copies of frescoes
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December 6th is Lawyer’s Day in the
Republic of Belarus — a
professional holiday
that unites lawyers from
different fields of activity,
which serve to protect
the rights and freedoms
of citizens of the state.
The main purpose of
the legal profession is to
establish legal justice. It
is on the employees of
the legal branch — judges
and lawyers, prosecutors
and bailiffs — that the
impeccable implementation
of laws, and, consequently, the existence
and legal functioning of the state depends.
December 7th is International Civil
Aviation Day, proclaimed by the UN General
Assembly on December 6th, 1996. The
purpose of the event is to inform the general
public about
the contribution
of civil aviation
to the social
and economic
development of
states.

Марта Владимировна Чвей

220013 Minsk,
79/1 Nezavisimosti Avenue
985

of Polotsk churches, book publications, etc.
The collection of the National Art Museum
of Belarus contains 50 works-exhibits of the
First All-Belarusian Art Exhibition.
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